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Introduction 
On the average we have daily a short time trainee. This is how it looks in our ambulance service. 
These are all short time trainees without a medical background. They are from the police, care 
team or come for a professional short time placement. During my training I too had several 
internships and could collect various experiences. I see several problems concerning the short time 
trainees in our ambulance service, but positive aspects too for both sides. I am motivated to write 
about this in order to get a benefit for our service.  

Aim and problem 
By means of an online survey with the short time trainees and our staff I would like to analyse the 
current situation and at the same time determine optimization possibilities. I ask the following 
questions in my dissertation: 

How can we improve the supervision of the short time trainees in our ambulance service? 

Which activities should a short time trainee do during his placement in our service? 

Methods and material 
Important information will be gathered from the people directly involved and will be put into a 
concept. In a theoretical part it will be shown how to develop a concept in general and how I have 
put mine together. Furthermore, I will write about basic didactic and practical placements in general. 
A literature search was done according to the following criteria: Trainees and practical placement, 
develop concepts, continuing education, communicate knowledge and course contents. 

Results and examination of the theory 
The surveys filled in by the short time trainees showed that for many of them the placement is 
mandatory, however, they do not have any objectives for this time. Nevertheless, the everyday life 
shows that the short time trainees are still motivated. Most of them were satisfied with their 
placement. As points to improve, the respondents indicated that they had wished more practical 
activities. In the survey among the staff members it could be shown that many wished to be 
scheduled less with short time trainees. It was as well determined which activities should be shown 
and entrusted to a short time trainee.  

Discussion and conclusion 
I regard it as important that we have short time trainees, however, their high number is problematic. 
Under the condition that the activities for the short time are more regulated and their supervision 
more controlled we could enhance their involvement while on the road with patient contact. The 
activities should be given by the means of a checklist and a concept can improve the supervision.  
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